# MIGRATION FORM

**PARTICULARS TO BE FILLED BY THE STUDENTS:**

1. **NAME OF STUDENT:**
   
   
2. **FATHER’S NAME:**
   
   
3. **CLASS / TECHNOLOGY IN WHICH STUDYING:**
   
   
4. **REGISTRATION NUMBER:**
   
   
5. **NAME OF THE INSTITUTE WHERE STUDYING:**
   
   
6. **DATE OF JOINING:**
   
   
7. **NAME OF THE INSTITUTE TO WHICH THE MIGRATION IS SOUGHT:**
   
   
8. **REASON FOR MIGRATION:**
   
   
9. **RECORD OF SESSIONAL AWARD BOTH IN THEORY & PRACTICAL:**
   
   
10. **ROLL NO. WITH THE YEAR, SHOULD SPECIFICALLY BE MENTIONED AND UNDERLINED:**

11. **MIGRATION WITH FORM FEE **1550/=**  BANK CHALLAN NO. ____________
    DATED: ________________

---

**Signature of the student**

**Signature of the father / guardian**

---

**Signature of the principal of the institute from which the migration is being sought.**

**Signature of the principal of the institute to which the migration is being sought.**
Important Instructions:

Please make sure that the following documents are attached with the application before submitting your application.

1. Attested photocopy of registration card.
2. Attested photocopy of Matriculation Certificate.
3. The merit list of the college to which migration is sought.
4. Reason of Migration.
   ii) Transfer order in case of transfer of Father (if he is Govt. Employee).

Home Address: ____________________________________________________________

Mobile No: ________________     Phone No: ____________________________